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Artist Andrew Blythe who is exhibiting in the Outsider Art Fair. Photo: Dean Purcell. 
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In a corner of Toi Ora Live Art Trust, a studio housed in a barn-like building on one of 
Arch Hill's narrow streets, artist Andrew Blythe painstakingly puts the finishing touches 
to a painting composed of meticulously placed coloured dots. 
 
Blythe's work is frequently bright, always bold and often made up of signs and symbols 
- dots, noughts and crosses among them - and has been displayed in galleries around 
New Zealand, Australia, the United States and Europe. 
He's been painting and drawing since childhood, spurred on by a father who would 
bring home good quality paper for Blythe to write poems on and then illustrate. Yet, 
despite his long-standing interest in art and considerable success, Blythe is regarded 
as an "outsider artist" because he's never had formal training. 
 
This month, the profile of outsider artists gets a major boost through the Outsider Art 
Fair. Ask fair general manager Erwin van Asbeck and curator Stuart Shepherd to 
define outsider art and you'll quickly discover it's a debatable term. 



 
French artist Jean Dubuffet used the words art brut (raw art) to describe art created 
by those who are not conditioned by the history or trends of the art world and are 
outside the boundaries of "official" culture. 
He applied it particularly to young people and those in psychiatric hospitals but, in 
1972, UK art critic Roger Cardinal coined the term outsider art, expanding on 
Dubuffet's definition to include self-taught or naive art makers who hadn't studied at 
art schools. 
 
Shepherd, who's championed our outsider artists overseas, says it's a problematic 
term for a field of art that's constantly evolving. 
"It's art by people who haven't been influenced by the culture of art schools and 
institutions; they're not being strategic when they create," he says. "You won't see 
them referencing McCahon or slipping a koru into the corner of a painting. 
"It's someone who's creating their own visual language and that's exciting. Andrew, 
for example, has come up with a graphic language that's very much his own and that's 
what I am looking for in good contemporary art." 
 
New York has held an outsider art fair since 1993 but it's just the second time Auckland 
has hosted such a fair after a successful inaugural event in 2014. Van Asbeck says 
this year's programme is much expanded. 
Some 40 exhibitions take place in shops, dealer and community galleries involving 
about 30 artists. They include representatives from Arts Project Australia along with 
locals Blythe, ceramicist Robert Rapson, Lauren Lysaght and Sam Taare. 
"It's called an outsider art fair but we're about being inclusive and inviting in more 
people to see it for themselves," says van Asbeck. 
 
Toi Ora has won awards for its work which focuses on arts programmes for those living 
with mental health issues. Van Asbeck says there's a tendency for some to be 
patronising about such spaces. 
"People think of 'creative spaces' as nice and a bit quaint, doing a public good by 
keeping people busy, but creative spaces are so much more than that. It's about 
creating art that contributes to your community and is part of an internationally 
recognised contemporary art scene." 
 
Thursday's launch party featured work by fashion designer Jeanine Clarkin who 
printed artists' work on to fabrics for garments worn in the show and yesterday artists 
gathered at Ponsonby's Studio One to discuss how creatives and marginalised people 
can contribute to Auckland's urban planning. 
That's part of the community-led installation Dream Home where drawings by trained 
and untrained artists and the community are on display at Studio One showing what 
their ideal "dream homes" look like. 
Van Asbeck says by using places like clothes shops as pop-up galleries, it will bring 
outsider art to the attention of more people. For Andrew Blythe, the fair is a chance to 
do what he likes best: make work and see it on display. 
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